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About This Game

Journey into the mythical Snowfall Kingdom and investigate the disappearance of children in Dark Parables: Rise of the Snow
Queen! From the ashes of the snow, the legendary Snow Queen rises and terrorizes nearby villages with her supernatural

powers. Rescue the missing children and stop the fabled Snow Queen before her sorrow brings upon the destruction of the
world in this incredible Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Bonus gameplay
Integrated Strategy Guide

Wonderful Wallpapers
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It is so beautiful to get lost in this landscape. It is a visual and audio stunning art masterpiece. I get the other negative comments.
But if you are like me and you like to explore different landscapes it is well worth your money. The feeling it evokes is
otherworldly. I will definitely return to this game with warm feeling in my heart.. Been Waiting Months for what should have
been in the damn game on retal release its not early access so really features like sandbox ? campign mode ? they are non
existant not to mention bases are not custom they are like a jigsaw puzzle no way to move say a power gen and place it where
they oxygen room stuff is. took so many hours crashing to try to play a full game finally gave up been waiting months for what
was and should be in game as advertised so i call false advertising on this one and even tho i have passed the playtime and the 2
weeks im going to attempt a refund on the reason for false advertising. This game is utterly brilliant. My daughter and I have
played many a happy hour in here, taking turns as chef and waiter.
I wish there were more multiplayer games of this quality for VR.

As a side note, I had an issue with the game where my avatar would spawn out of reach of the start menu. The lead programmer
was kind enough to respond to my requests for help directly and guided me to the fix (press ‘c’ to re centre yourself in the
room). Great service.. If you don't want bells and jingles all over the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing place for insane adrenaline
then this is the game for you, unless ur playing Timed, in which gl trying to beat Rubycoredbejeweled's score. I've never seen
Chicago in a flight sim look as good as this! ORBX did an amazing job. Taking the Bucker up and exploring is wonderful. I
wish Midway and O'Hare had more detail but around Meigs, it's beautiful. Hopefully they'll keep porting over their other
airports and sceneries. It's just over the top and feels so real in VR.. Nice well written story. Cool to play a point and click game
with full 3d camera controls. The puzzles are pretty bland though and the overall sound and atmosphere almost put me to sleep.
Overall it's just too easy and bland to be worth recommending to fans of point and click adventure games.. This game while
okay is just... well, okay. It never gets actually fun or tense as it is so easy to become completely imba after jsut the 2nd act that
the entire game jsut becomes a grind to the end.

Quite honestly I TRY to like it but its jsut not fun because its so easy :\/ It also feels like its an early access game because it just
kinda of feels... empty. Theres not much too it and its a very short game :(

I feel heavy buyers remorse after paying \u00a35 for it, Because in its current state it is simply just not worth that much money.
Not that im saying its not worth paying for, it IS worht being a retail game, but I would say in and around the area of \u00a32.99
would be MUCH more reasonable and match the cost of the game to its actual fun to time played raitio (i made that last part up)

All I can hope is that one day the devs flesh it out some and re-balance the upgrade system. But atm the game is jsut a grind to
the end and SPOILER ALERT I beat the end game boss in 4 measily clicks.... quite literally the first boss in the game was
harder.

Also a side note the game is a bit slow and alot of the enemies feel the same. Even if you dump all your points into speed and
get the top teir speed armour your character still moves very slowly. Had a quick play and I think I shall enjoy this game, worth
the money IMO.
Looking through the Discussions etc - it seems the dev is very active with support and responds to feedback.
Game runs fine on Windows 10 Pro 64bit - but I'm using a laptop and the Intel HD 3000 does tend to heat up somewhat.

I'll edit my feedback when I've spent more time in the game - but I recommend it to anyone who enjoys hacking games like
uplink etc.. Seriously guys, even if someone threatens you with a knife, do not buy this game !!!. A pretty unique doujin 3D
platform game,if you're a fan of the genre it might be worth checking it out.
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The stand alone mission, \u201cJoint Venture\u201d which comes with this DLC is highly enjoyable to play with. Highly
recommend to the hardcore Tropico fan.. Short, free, well-drawn, and has a good choice of music for scene. If you want a quick
story hit it up. With multiple endings to figure out it's worth poking.. Ok, this is no game but perhaps a game changer. Yes, it is
in its infancy, yes there is work to be done. Potential is a great and terrible thing and this app has a ton of that. When I first tried
it the menus were arcane and controls difficult but THE SAME DAY the dev took our comments and fixed many of the
problems. Amazing response.
I showed it to my wife and we both see it as the future of practical VR. I was able to put together a pretty reasonable room or
two in just a few minutes. Places that I could actually spend time in.
The media hooks are a work in progress but sticking a big screen of any size on the wall in front of a comfy couch and then
turning it on and off was kinda surreal...like a lot of VR...but in a good way.
Anyway, rambling on. There is a ton of work to be done and I am confident the dev is capable and committed and I know how
hard that must be in these early days.
Recommended for the price, no question.. I\u2019m a sucker for hacking games, yet another reason I swooped this one up when
it was on sale\u2026and have constantly regretted it. The worst part is there\u2019s nothing inherently wrong that this game
does other than just being derivative and generic. It tries to accomplish what Uplink did and with an admittedly better
interface\u2026but just comes off as uninteresting and kinda boring. I mean, I\u2019m not even sure exactly how else to put it.

You\u2019re doing the same thing over and over again, which is what you\u2019re doing in most hacking games, but this one
doesn\u2019t seem to be as lively or interesting as other hacking games, so\u2026yeah. I guess it\u2019s hard to explain exactly
WHAT is wrong with it, but it just comes off as boring.. horse can withstand up to 10 arrows and still not die

dies after a 3 feet drop. There's a reason we left Gradius behind. It's a really faithful remake and is beautiful and crisp and etc.
But why did you have to remake a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game?. A very nice family oriented game.
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